
REPAIR

Fully Featured TechTool Platinum

Reboot into eDrive to Run Repairs

Run Simultaneous S.M.A.R.T. Tests

Three Levels of Testing

Monitor Software & Hardware Systems

Recover Data from Damaged Drives

Safely Predict Impending Drive Failure

OS X Bootable Techtool Repair CD

Backup Catalog & Directory Files

Defragment Your Hard Drives

CLEAN

Fully Featured Spring Cleaning

Organize & Optimize Files & Folders

Save Time on Maintenance Chores

Take Control & Protect Your Privacy

Find & Erase Old Files to Save Space

Clean Out eMail Attachments

Toss Suspicious Cookies & Preferences

Securely Delete Sensitive Files

BACKUP

System Requirements

• Intel or PPC based Mac.
(TechTool Platinum is
Universal Binary)

• Mac OS X 10.3.9 or Newer
(10.4 required for TechTool
Platinum 4.5.1, a disk
image of 4.1.1 is included
for 10.3.9 compatibility)

• DVD Drive

There are no
worries with our
30-day, No
questions asked,
return policy!

CheckIt® System Performance Suite is perfect for
those who can’t afford to lose important files or
want to prevent down-time from hardware
problems! Maintain your Mac at peak performance
while ensuring that your critical files are backed up and
protected! With three of the industry's top utilities at
one great price, CheckIt is the solution to reach for
when things go wrong on your Mac!

CheckIt System Performance Suite brings three
complete utilities together in one powerful
package!

Spring Cleaning® 8.0, a powerful “uninstaller”
and cleanup utility designed to help users rid
their computer of unnecessary and redundant
files
TechTool® Platinum, a full-featured version of
Micromat, Inc.’s leading diagnostic and repair
tool
EMC Retrospect Express™, flexible and
intuitive personal backup and restore software.

SPRING CLEANING
With powerful new features including the ability
to gather photos and music files, folder
synchronization, Widget Finder, and other

features, Spring Cleaning helps take the guesswork out
of managing files on your Macintosh. When it comes to
locating and collecting media files, or removing
outdated, orphaned, or redundant files, there is no tool
more powerful than Spring Cleaning 8.0!

SIZEMANAGER shows the size of each item in
graphical form, so you can zoom in on problems!
DUPLICATES FINDER locates duplicate files and
folders that you may not need and erase them!
QUICKCOMPARE Lets you view files, folders
and applications side by side to spot their
differences.
SYSTEM SNAPSHOT Highlights all the changes
made to your Mac! Track them against a baseline
you set, or compare after every software
installation!
INTERNET FILE FINDER™ Lets you pick and
choose which cookies you want to keep, cleans
your brower history and cache!
SECURE DELETE™ Guarantee that sensitive files
are gone for good with this ultimate digital
shredder!

TECHTOOL PLATINUM
TechTool Platinum truly is the next generation
disk utility for the Macintosh. Whether you’re
looking to optimize a drive, repair its directory

structure, recover lost or trashed files, or just gain the
peace of mind of knowing your drive is in good shape,
TechTool Platinum is the tool to reach for! TechTool's
eDrive feature lets you recover from technical problems
without having to to carry around system CDs!

eDRIVE is a bootable OS X emergency partition
on your hard drive, containing TechTool Platinum
and a small copy of your system! Boot your Mac
and run TechTool right away!
BOOTABLE CD create a bootable CD for your
Mac containing an optimized version of the
system and TechTool, and gain immediate access
to Tech Tool’s repair abilities!
S.M.A.R.T. TESTS Thoroughly check various
hardware components, drives, and other aspects



Fast Backup & Data Restoration

Incredibly Accurate Restores

Create Multiple Backup Sets for Safety

Protect Desktops, & Notebooks

of your Mac! Monitor your hard drive for
impending failure!
TESTING SUITES quickly and easily run a
comprehensive suite of hardware components
and sub-systems on your Mac!
PERFORMANCE Defragment and optimize the
important data structures of your hard drives!

EMC RETROSPECT EXPRESS
Retrospect complements the other utilities in the CheckIt System Performance Suite with its
powerful and flexible backup functionality! 

5 MINUTE SETUP Retrospect makes it easy to set up and schedule backups and data
restoration!
COMPLETE PROTECTION back up everything - documents, pictures, movies, music, operating
systems, applications, even preference settings!
YOUR CHOICE set Retrospect to backup your data to CDs, DVDs, or hard drives!
FAST BACKUPS after your initial backup, Retrospect compares and backups only your latest
changes and newest files, saving you time!


